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III.  Westend Icon Overview
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Location | Aundh | Connectivity

1414

Aundh is strategically located with easy access to all major arterial roads, airport 
and excellent catchment of residential developments

 Close to Highways and link roads

 Proximity to airport

 Easy connectivity to all parts of the city

 Excellent F&B, shopping and retails options

 Dense residential catchment

Location Advantages

Distance from landmarks

(Km) (Mins)

Khadki Railway Station 5.7 15

Dapodi Railway Station 5.4 14

Pune Junction 9.8 26

NH 48 6.2 14

NH 60 6.4 14

Vidyapeeth Road 0.9 4

Baner Road 1.2 5

International Airport 14.8 35

NH48
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Airport

NH60
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Asset Snapshot

8

Westend is a high quality mix-use development designed to cater to the office needs of an 
organization with complete infrastructure in place to cater to the new age workforce

View 2: Third Floor Terrace View

 Part of a larger mix-used development

 Already Operational - Westend Mall

 Office component: Under Construction

 Estimated Completion: Q1’2021

 Targeted Façade and services completion & 

Elevators by Q1’2021

 Office Leasable Area: ~360,000 sf

 Structure: 2B + G + 15 floors

 1st landing floor: 3rd floor (flushed with Mall 

terrace)

 Average floor plate: ~30,000 sf

 Usage: Office IT/ITeS Space /Commercial 

 Targeted IGBC Platinum Certification 

 Handover condition:

 Warmshell with done-up toilets

 HVAC tap off

 100% power backup

 Advanced fire fighting system
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Asset Rendered Images | Building Elevation
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Asset Rendered Images | Lobby
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Asset Renders

Lift lobby area

Washrooms
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Westend Icon Building

Proposed Office
Development 

Existing 
Mall 

Perspective
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Area Statement

 Building Configuration: 2 Basements + Ground + 15 floors – Total 0.42 mn sf

 Available floors to be leased: 3rd to 12th Floor – Total 0.36 mn sf

r

Floor
Office usable 

Area 

Chargeable area 
(at 73% 

efficiency)
Terrace Usable  

area

Terrace 
chargeable area 

(at 50%)
Total chargeable

area 

3rd Floor 34,218 46,874 25,132 12,566 59,441 

4th Floor 24,424 33,458 10,517 5,259 38,716 

5th Floor 24,424 33,458 0 0 33,458 

6th Floor 22,562 30,907 0 0 30,907 

7th Floor 24,424 33,458 0 0 33,458 

8th Floor 24,424 33,458 0 0 33,458 

9th Floor 24,424 33,458 0 0 33,458 

10th Floor 21,830 29,904 0 0 29,904 

11th Floor 24,424 33,458 0 0 33,458 

12th Floor 24,434 33,471 0 0 33,471 

Total 249,590 341,903 35,649 17,825 359,728 
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Floor Plan | Typical Floor 
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V.  Key Opportunities
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Key Opportunities

A unique opportunity to fast track and achieve real estate objectives in a modern, 
strategically located building with minimal financial obligations.

1
Sample Text Goes Here

01

02

03

04

05

06

Early-mover
Avail benefits of being an early 
anchor occupant

Complete experience
Mix-use development with easy 
access to the mall and terrace 
gardens

Signage
Opportunity to explore signage 
options within the building 

Institutional Ownership
Opportunity to partner with one 
of the leading landlords pan-
India

Customizable floor
Floors can be customized as per 
the requirement for an anchor 
occupant

Fully Furnished
Avail the benefit of having a 
ready-to-move furnished office 
designed as per client 
specifications

*Subject to discussion

*
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Disclaimer

This confidential document and the information contained herein (the
“Presentation”) (references to which shall be deemed to include any
information which has been or may be supplied in writing or orally, in
connection herewith or in connection with any further enquiries) is
being furnished to you solely for the purposes of introducing you to
Chitrali Properties Pvt Ltd (“CPPL”). This Presentation has been
prepared solely for informational purposes. You and your directors,
officers, employees, agents and affiliates must hold this document and
any oral information provided in connection with this document in strict
confidence and may not communicate, reproduce, distribute or disclose
it to any other person, or refer to it publicly, in whole or in part at any
time except with our prior written consent. The Presentation is
confidential and the property of CPPL. If you are not the intended
recipient of this document, please delete and destroy all copies
immediately.
Certain information contained in this presentation has been obtained
from sources outside CPPL. While such information is believed to be
reliable for purposes used herein, no representations are made as to the
accuracy or completeness thereof and neither CPPL nor its affiliates take
any responsibility for, or have independently verified, any such
information.
The recipient agrees by accepting this Presentation, the recipient shall be
bound by the following limitations, instructions and restrictions..
CPPL expressly disclaims any and all liability for any representation or
warranty, express or implied, contained in, or for errors and omissions
from, this Presentation or any other written or oral communication
transmitted to the recipient in the course of its evaluation of CPPL. This
document and the analyses contained in it is based, in part, on certain
assumptions of CPPL, their directors, officers, employees, agents,
affiliates and/or from other sources. Only those particular
representations and warranties that may be made by CPPL in a
definitive written agreement, when and if one is executed, and subject to
such limitations and restrictions as may be specified in such agreement,
shall have any legal effect.
All statements contained herein that are not statements of historical fact
or which pertain to CPPL’s expected financial condition and results of
operations, business, plans and prospects or describe CPPL’s objectives,
future expectations, strategies, plans or goals are forward-looking
statements. Such statements, estimates, targets and projections reflect
significant assumptions and subjective judgments, on the part of CPPL,
concerning its anticipated results as at the date of such projections and
forecasts, assumptions or estimates. You can generally identify forward-
looking statements by the use of terminology such as “development
potential”, “future development opportunity”, “planned”, “expected”,
“budget”, “forecast”, “mark-to-market potential”, “embedded upside”,
“potential”, “plan”, “project”, “future”, or other words or phrases of
similar import. These assumptions and judgments may not prove to be
correct, and there can be no assurance that any estimates, targets or
projections are attainable or will be realized. Any such estimate,
projection, forward looking statements or forecast must not be regarded
as a representation or assurance, express or implied, by CPPL as to the
achievability or the reasonableness of such estimates or assumptions or

of any projection or forecasts contained in the Presentation, or of the
accuracy of any such statements or projections. Accordingly, you should
not place undue reliance on any such forward-looking statements.
Whether or not any such forward looking statements or projections or
forecasts are in fact achieved will depend upon future events which may
not be within the control of CPPL. Further, the actual results may differ
materially from those suggested by the forward-looking statements due
to risks or uncertainties associated with but not limited to, regulatory
changes and CPPL’s ability to respond to them, CPPL’s ability to
successfully implement their strategy, exposure to market risks, general
economic and political conditions in India which have an impact on
CPPL’s business activities, the monetary and fiscal policies of India,
inflation, deflation, unanticipated volatility in interest rates, equity
prices or other rates or prices, the performance of the financial markets
in India and globally, changes in domestic laws, regulations and taxes,
contingent liabilities, environmental problems and uninsured losses, our
ability to identify suitable projects, obtain government approvals and
complete construction and development of projects in timely manner
and incidence of any natural calamities or acts of violence and other
factors beyond CPPL’s control and their ability to manage risks that arise
from these factors.
CPPL does not assume any responsibility for verifying any statements,
estimates, targets and projections. Statements contained in this
Presentation regarding, or based on, past trends or activities should not
be taken as a representation that such trends or activities will continue
in the future. As such, neither CPPL nor any of their affiliates, or their
respective officers, employees or agents, make any representation or
warranty, express or implied, in relation to the accuracy or completeness
of the information contained in this document or any oral information
provided in connection herewith, or any data it generates and accept no
responsibility, obligation or liability (whether direct or indirect, in
contract, tort or otherwise) in relation to any of such information. CPPL
and their affiliates and their respective officers, employees and agents
expressly disclaim any and all liability which may be based on this
document and any errors therein or omissions therefrom. There is no
obligation on CPPL to provide further information, update or revise any
forward-looking statements in this Presentation or to correct any
inaccuracies in any such information which may become apparent,
whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise.

This Presentation is not intended to form the basis of any investment
decision. Further, this Presentation does not constitute an offer or
invitation or purport to be all inclusive or to contain all the information
that may be required by the recipient or any other person in connection
with any investment decision or any decision for the purchase of assets
or business described herein or to subscribe to or purchase any interest
or securities in CPPL and nothing contained herein shall form the basis
of any contract or commitment whatsoever.

This Presentation is not intended to provide the basis of any valuation,
credit or other evaluation and should not be considered as a
recommendation by CPPL that any recipient of this Memorandum

should purchase any of the business, assets or securities of CPPL. This
Presentation has been prepared on the basis of the information available
as on the date of this Presentation. CPPL’s business, financial condition,
results of operations and prospects may have changed since that date.
Neither the delivery of this Presentation nor any offer or sale of
securities, business or assets of CPPL shall, under any circumstances,
constitute a representation or create any implication that there has been
no change in the affairs of CPPL as of any date subsequent to the date
hereof. Accordingly, the information in the document herein is subject
to change without notice.
The distribution of this Presentation in certain jurisdictions may be
restricted by law, and persons into whose possession this Presentation
comes should inform themselves about, and observe, any such
restrictions. The recipients of this document also represent that they are
able to receive this document without contravention of any unfulfilled
registration requirements or other legal restrictions in the jurisdiction in
which they reside or conduct business.
By its acceptance hereof, each recipient agrees that neither it nor its
agents, representatives, directors or employees will copy, reproduce or
distribute to others this Presentation, in whole or in part, at any time
without the prior written consent of CPPL. Further, the recipient should
not construe the contents of this Presentation as legal, tax or business
advice and should consult its own tax, legal or business advisor for the
legal, tax and business matters referred to in this Presentation. This
Presentation is the property of CPPL and is being issued on a strictly
private and confidential basis.
Note: The Presentation, issued herein on a private and confidential
basis, is neither a prospectus nor a statement in lieu of a prospectus.
This is only a Presentation, strictly intended for private circulation and
should not be construed to be a prospectus and/or an invitation to the
public for subscribing to the Securities of CPPL under any law of the
time being in force.

THANK
YOU


